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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone. We’re meeting today at the threshold of an inflection point in AI. Google, Microsoft, and Open AI is putting generative AI in all their products. ChatGPT is now the fastest growing consumer application in history. Billions of people are changing they way they write, search, or make images, and that’s all happened in just the last few months.How many of you are using tools like GPT in your work? �



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So you know that if you wanted to, say, GPT to write a limerick about Elon Musk, you might get something like this ‘”there once was a man named  musk who bought twitter – what a big plus - but then came the tweets that caused lots of heat. And now he’s known for his outbursts! doesn’t quite rhyme.. But gets something right. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The idea that we can type anything into this text box and get back an answer is extremely seductive. Our own magical oracle – infinitely patient, infinitely knowledgable -  giving us answers to any question we can think to ask. So people are using for everything - from writing news articles to devising company strategies to contesting lawsuits. But there’s a problem here, and the clue is in the fine print at the bottom. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When it comes to Large Language Models, we know they are prone to making up facts – what’s known as “hallucinations.” Not only can they be wrong, but  chatbots will confidently cites sources that don’t exist



HALLU-CITATIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ve been calling this hallu-citations: literally dreaming up entirely false citations for false claims. This actively leads people astray, and is already causing a host of problems across multiple industries.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I had a recent experience of this when a senior journalist reached out to me about a profile she was writing on Lex Fridman. It confidently suggested me. Then cited an article I’d written and summarized it. Only problem: none of this is true. But the journalist believed it because it can seem so magically accurate – with all the hallmarks of reliable citation.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But this phenomenon of believing AI is magic has been noted for decades.Joseph Weizenbaum created the first chatbot ELIZA in 1964 at MIT. ELIZA just used pattern matching and scripts to simulate a conversationBut to Weizenbaum’s horror, people believed ELIZA could really understand them. He wrote:



“Short exposures to a relatively simple computer program can 
induce powerful delusional thinking in quite normal people”.                       

 Joseph Weizenbaum, 1978

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
He wrote: ‘‘“short exposures to a relatively simple computer program can induce powerful delusional thinking in quite normal people.” And we can understand why – a machine that literally seems to be conversing with us leads us to believe it’s a thinking, reasoning, entity. 



ENCHANTED DETERMINISM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The historian of science Alex Campolo and I have researched this phenomenon we call ‘enchanted determinism”: the belief that AI systems are somehow magical, yet are capable of making fact-based, unbiased, determinations.



ENCHANTED DETERMINISM

Alex Campolo and Kate Crawford. "Enchanted determinism: Power without 
responsibility in artificial intelligence." Engaging Science, Technology, and 
Society 6 (2020): 1-19.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But when AI feels like magic, then it can prevent us from asking harder questions – e.g what is the source for this answer? Who is responsible if these systems make recommendations that are harmful? How can organizations use these tools responsibly while understanding the risks? Becsuse these are exactly questions we most need to be asking.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In my book ATLAS OF AI, I wanted to demystify AI, to understand how these systems are really made, in the fullest sense. From tracking how data is collected, how human labor is used, and what environmental impacts these systems have at a planetary scale. when we see how it works – at the three levels of data, labor, and the natural resources– we aren’t so fooled by the magic trick, and can make better decisions about how and when to use these tools.



RESOURCES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s some quick examples. On the climate side, we already know that generative AI demands a dramatic increases in the power and cooling resources to run these large models. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These systems are 5 times more energy intensive than traditional search. And a new study has shown that the average conversational exchange with ChatGPT amounts to dumping a large bottle of fresh water out on the ground. And freshwater is already in short supply. 



LABOR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Second, there’s the labor side. Clickworkers in Africa and SouthEast Asia are being used to manually remove biased or dehumanizing outputs from generative AI. In the AI field, this is called RLHF – Reinforment learning with human feedback. It’s the unseen human labor that makes all this magic seem automated. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the case of OpenAI, this work was done by Kenyan workers paid less than $2 an hour to remove toxic results, with workers reporting that they were suffering from trauma and stress.  



DATA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, there’s the data layer. The training data sets used to make generative Ai work are vast– often made by doing indiscriminate scarping of the entire internet. studying this foundational layer of AI is extremely important if we are to understand why these models hallucinate, and produce biased or problematic content. Because training data is where meaning is made – how AI learns a worldview. �



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Studying these issues is something we do in detail at our Knowing Machines Research Group.  Knowing Machines an international research project tracing the technical methods,  social impacts, and legal implications of how AI systems are trained to interpret the world.



THE Seeool

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, we’re about to release technical tools to investigate datasets. The is the SeeSet Tool - which is like a search engine to look inside these massive datasets and understand their skews and biases. �



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And it reveals many things, such as why large language models like ChatGPT have had such issues with race, religion and gender bias – where the model associates “maleness” with words like “large, fantastic, personable, stable” while women are associated with “petit, naughty, pregnant and sucked, and words like “Islam” was strongly associated with terrorism. These are the stereotypes that proliferate in the training data on which generative AI is built. �Because there is so much content on the web that  sexuailzes women, GPT-3 associates words like ‘beautiful’, ‘naughty’, or ‘sucked’ near female pronouns, with men getting adjectives like fantastic, jolly, and personable. When it comes to religion, “Islam” is more commonly placed near words like “terrorism”.�



1. Understand how AI works – and how to make it 
more reliable, responsible, and sustainable

2. Help people understand how these tools can 
work for us – and where they fail

WAYS FORWARD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So in short -  what are the ways forward here? 1) we need more research that focuses on how AI works – and how to make it more reliable, responsible, and sustainable. But it’s not just a technical question here. 2) We also need to understand the significant social destabilization coming with generative AI – and in particular help people understand how these tools can work for them – and where they fail. For example, that chatbots aren’t reliable fact generators right now, even if they are very good at tasks like summarization or pattern matching. 



Emma Strubell, Ananya Ganesh, and Andrew 
McCallum:

“Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep 
Learning in NLP” ACL, July 2019.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
if there’s one thing I’d like you take away today is that generative AI is transformative- and is set to become part of everyday life -  but it’s not magic. It presents technical, social, and environmental challenges which we will need to recognize, and navigate together, and at high speed. 



www.katecrawford.net
@katecrawford

Thanks 

Knowing Machines includes 
Jer Thorp, Hamsini Sridharan, 
Sasha Luccioni, Christo Buschek, 
Ed Kang, Mike Ananny, Melodi 
Dincer, Will Orr, Jake Karr

http://www.katecrawford.net/
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